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Model-Driven Diagnostics of Underperforming
Communicating Systems∗
Levente Erős† and Tibor Csöndes‡

Abstract
This paper proposes methods for improving the performance of a communicating system that has failed its performance test. The proposed methods
extend our earlier published model-driven performance testing method, which
automatically determines whether the tested system is able to serve the specified number of requests within a second in worst case while serving a specified
number of users simultaneously. The underperformance diagnostic methods
presented in this paper are given as an input the formal performance model
representing the system under test, which was built up by our performance
testing method in the performance testing phase. The presented methods
aim at improving the performance of the system under test to the desired
level at minimal cost. One of the methods presented in this paper is a binary
linear program, while the other is a heuristic method which, according to our
simulation results, performs efficiently.
Keywords: performance testing, performance diagnostics, complexity theory, optimization, approximation algorithms
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Introduction

Testing is the last phase of the development of a system implementing a communication protocol. The kinds of tests run on a communicating system can be several,
but two of the most important kinds of tests are conformance tests and performance
tests. When performing a black-box test on a communicating system, the test enviroment (or tester) does not know anything about the internal structure of the
system under test (SUT) and can only investigate the SUT through its responses
(outputs) given for different requests (inputs). Black-box conformance testing examines whether the SUT implements the communication protocol that it should
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implement, according to its conformance requirements. During a conformance test,
the SUT is compared to a Finite State Machine (FSM) based formal model which
is created according to the written conformance specifications of the SUT [1]. A
performance test can be executed on the SUT once it has passed its conformance
test that is, once it has been found to correspond to the FSM model representing
its conformance requirements. During a performance test, the tester tries to determine whether the SUT meets its different kinds of performance requirements. One
possible performance requirement is the number of request messages that the SUT
has to be able to process within a second in worst case while serving a specified
number of users in parallel.
If the SUT fails the performance test run on it, its performance has to be
improved. If the SUT fails the performance test because the number of requests it
can serve within a second in worst case while serving a specified number of users
simultaneously is lower than the number of messages specified as a requirement, the
number of request messages it is able to serve within a second has to be increased.
In this paper, we present underperformance diagnostic methods that, given such a
system, attempt to determine how to improve its performance to the desired level
at minimal cost.
The rest of the paper goes as follows: In Section 2, we give a summary on the
related work in the subject. In Section 3, we briefly review our performance testing
method which is the basis of the presented underperformance diagnostic methods.
In Section 4, we deal with the worst-case underperformance diagnostics problem.
Within Section 4, in Subsection 4.1 we define the worst-case underperformance
diagnostics problem, in Subsection 4.2 we prove that the problem is NP-complete,
in Subsection 4.3 we formulate the problem as a binary linear program, while in
Section 4.4 we give a heuristic solution for the problem. In Section 5, we evaluate
the efficiency of our heuristics by analyzing simulation results. We close the paper
with a summary in Section 6, and a few words on our future work in Section 7.

2

Related Work

Conformance testing of communicating systems has a well-developed scientific background [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], and many papers have been
written in the field of modeling the performance of a system which implements
a communicating protocol as well. In [16], Kemper et al. present a performance
model for communicating systems, based on SDL (Specification and Description
Language) [17]. Youness et al. [18] use a stochastic Petri net [19] while El-Karaksy
et al. [21] use a timed Petri net [20] for modeling the performance of a communication protocol. Marsan et al. model the performance of CSMA/CD bus LANs by
a timed Petri net based model [22]. These papers also verify the models presented
that is, they analytically prove that their models correspond to the specifications
however, neither of them examine whether a physical system corresponds to its performance requirements that is, neither of these papers deal with the validation of
communicating systems, which has been our goal during our earlier research work.
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There are a few papers in the literature dealing with the performance validation of communicating systems. Schieferdecker et al. propose PerfTTCN [23].
PerfTTCN is a language extension of TTCN-2 (Tree and Tabular Combined Notation ver. 2) [24]. It introduces new language elements for describing performance
testing environments and for conducting performance tests. As a language extension of TTCN-3 (Testing and Test Control Notation ver. 3) [25], Grabowski et al.
introduce TimedTTCN [26], which tests the response delays of the SUT. Mingwei
et al. [27] extend concurrent TTCN [28] (which is a version of TTCN-2) to be able
to test the performance of communication protocols. These three papers introduce
useful tools and language extensions for TTCN but unfortunately, neither of them
deals with how to generate the performance test itself, based on the performance
requirements of the SUT.
To sum up the above, during our earlier work, we were unable to find any
automatic, black-box methods in the literature that validate the performance of
communicating systems. Thus, we have proposed an automatic model-driven performance testing method. Our performance testing method is given as an input the
number of requests the SUT has to be able to serve in worst case while serving a
given number of users in parallel. The method automatically determines whether
the SUT meets this performance requirement [29]. The underperformance diagnostic methods presented in this paper are the extensions of this earlier published
performance testing method, which is briefly discussed in Section 3.

3

A Model-Driven Performance Testing Method
for Communicating Systems

In this section, we briefly introduce an automatic performance testing method.
The method is given as an input CWR usr , which is the worst-case number of
requests the SUT has to process within a second (worst-case number of messages per
second), while serving usr users simultaneously. The performance testing method
automatically determines, whether the SUT meets this performance requirement.
More precisely, our performance testing method calculates CW usr , which is the
number of messages the SUT is able to process within a second while serving usr
users. The method surveyed in this section is presented in [29] in more detail.
For the performance testing method presented in this section, we have created a
performance model, the so-called Timed Communicating Finite Multistate Machine
(TCFMM), which is capable of modelling the above mentioned two performance
requirements of a communicating system. During testing, our performance testing
method creates a TCFMM model representing the SUT. This model is created using
the information known about the SUT prior to testing, and using measurements
performed on the SUT during the testing phase. From the so created performance
model, the method derives CW usr in an analytical way. The Timed Communicating
Finite Multistate Machine can be described as follows:
TCFMM = (S, T, I, O, U, s0 )
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s0
b/y/0.02

a/z/0.01
c/v/0.05
s1

s2
b/w/0.03

s3
b/z/0.02

a/v/0.01

Figure 1: The TCFMM model

In the above definition, S is the set of states with s0 ∈ S being the initial state
of the TCFMM, T is the set of transitions, I is the set of inputs, O is the set of
outputs, and U is the set of tokens in the TCFMM. Each transition ti ∈ T is a
quintuple (sfrom i , sto i , ii , oi , di ), where sfrom i ∈ S is the originating state, sto i ∈ S
is the destination state, ii ∈ I is the input, oi ∈ O is the output, and di is the
delay of the transition. Each token uj ∈ U represents a protocol instance run by
the SUT. Each uj has a current state scurrent j , which is the current state of that
protocol instance of the SUT, which communicates with user j. The transitions
work as follows. Let us assume that scurrent j = sfrom i . If user j sends ii to the
system represented by the TCFMM, token uj is removed from sfrom i and placed
to sto i and oi is sent to the user in response. The time elapsed between the user
sending ii to and receiving oi from the system represented by the TCFMM is di .
In the beginning, for each uj ∈ U , scurrent j = s0 . Figure 1 shows a TCFMM. The
transition parameters are written on each transition in the form input/output/delay.
All the tokens of the TCFMM reside in s0 .
As the first step, our performance testing method creates the structure of the
TCFMM representing the SUT. In the rest of the paper, by the structure of the
TCFMM, we mean the complete TCFMM without its transition delays di . In the
testing phase, the tester measures all transition delays of the SUT and completes
this TCFMM model. During testing, the structure of the TCFMM is used for
tracing the state of the SUT.
The structure of the TCFMM is based on the FSM model to which the SUT corresponds, according to its conformance test. Each state of the TCFMM corresponds
to a state of the FSM, while each of its transitions correnspond to a transition in the
FSM. The input and output value of a transition in the TCFMM equals the input
and output value of the corresponding transition in the FSM, respectively. Two
states in the TCFMM are connected by a transition exactly if the corresponding
states are connected by the corresponding transition in the FSM. The originating
and destination states of each transition in the TCFMM are the originating and
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Figure 2: Redirecting transitions from terminating states
destination states of the corresponding transition in the FSM, respectively. After
creating the states and transitions, usr tokens are placed to s0 in the TCFMM.
Placing these tokens to state s0 in the TCFMM means that during the performance
measurement, the tester will emulate the maximal number of users the SUT has to
be able to handle. During testing, moving token uj along transition ti from state
sfrom i to state sto i corresponds to the tester sending input ii to the SUT and then
waiting to receive output oi from the SUT, in the name of user j.
To complete the structure of the TCFMM, all the transitions leading to sink
states (i.e. states that have no outgoing transitions) have to be redirected to s0 ,
and the sink states have to be elliminated. The reason for this modification is that
if there were sink states in the TCFMM used for conducting the performance test
and a token ui reached one of these sink states, then the tester would not be able
to send any request messages (inputs) to the SUT in the name of user i that is,
the effective number of users the SUT has to serve would be decreased by one due
to this stuck token ui . In other words, token ui would go inactive. If however,
the transition leading ui to this sink state is redirected to s0 , every time a token
goes through this transition, it reappears at s0 instead of going inactive. This is
identical to the situation when for each user that sends its last request to the SUT
and goes inactive, a new user appears. With this modification, the number of users
that the SUT has to serve simultaneously is usr for the whole duration of the test.
Figure 2 shows two TCFMMs. The TCFMM in the right side of the figure is the
TCFMM in the left side of the figure, after its transitions leading to the only sink
state s3 got redirected to s0 .
After creating the structure of the TCFMM, the tester measures the yet unknown transition delay values di on the SUT. During testing, each user emulated
by the tester sends one request after another to the SUT. Thus, upon receiving a
response from the SUT, the user sends the next request right away, and this way
the SUT is continuously stressed by usr requests from usr users. Once each di is
known, the TCFMM is a complete performance model of the SUT. Based on this
TCFMM, CW usr can be calculated.
Before going on with calculating CW usr , let us define what it means that a
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system is able to process CWR usr messages per second in worst case.
Definition 1. Let Fts denote the number of state transitions of the SUT measured
for time length t while the SUT is fed by s. Then the SUT is said to be able to
process CWR usr messages per second if for an arbitrary infinite input sequence s,
Fts
≥ CWR usr
t→∞ t
lim

(1)

The above fraction is the reciprocal of the average amount of time needed to
process one input message of s. Since the amount of time needed to process any
input sequence of s equals a transition delay which takes its value from a finite set,
this average delay does have a limit and thus, the limit in the above formula exists
too.
According to the above definition, a system is said to be able to process CWR usr
messages per second in worst case if it processes at least CWR usr messages per
second when induced by an arbitrary and infinite sequence of inputs, measured for
a relatively long (optimally infinite) period of time.
In the following, ci represents a cycle of transitions in the TCFMM, while |ci |
represents its length. The following is a sufficient and necessary requirement of a
system that processes CWR usr messages per second in worst case: A system is able
to process CWR usr messages per second in worst case if and only if, for each ci of
the TCFMM of the system:
X

tj ∈ci

dj ≤

|ci |
CWR usr

(2)

As a consequence of the above, the number of messages the SUT is able to
process within a second in worst case can be calculated as follows, where C is the
set of all transition cycles in the TCFMM:
|ci |
CW usr = min { P
}
ci ∈C
dj

(3)

tj ∈ci

4

The Worst-Case Underperformance Diagnostics
Problem

After the above introduction, we are going to show how to increase the performance
of a communicating system for which, CWR usr > CW usr (in other words, the
system is unable to process CWR usr messages per second in worst case).
Increasing CW usr is achieved by reducing the transition delays of the SUT. We
are going to assume that transition delays are not reducible by arbitrary amounts.
di
di
di
Moreover, each transition delay di is reducible by amounts Gr
, 2 Gr
, . . . , (Gr −1) Gr
,
where Gr (the so-called granularity) is a positive integer. Each transition delay
reduction has a cost. The objective of the methods presented in this section is
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to correct (some of the) transition delays of the SUT, so that at the end of the
correction CWR usr ≤ CW usr and to carry out this correction at minimal cost.

4.1

Definition of the Worst-Case Underperformance Diagnostics Problem

The worst-case underperformance diagnostics problem is defined as follows:
Given are the set T = {ti } of transitions, and the set C = {Ci } of cycles. Each
cycle Ci = {tj } is a set of transitions, and each transition tj has a delay value dj .
Given are a positive integer Gr , a positive number CWR usr , a positive number K,
and a variable 0 < qi ≤ 1 assigned to each transition ti . Given is furthermore, a
monotonic decreasing function Cost (x) for which Cost : (0, 1] → R+ , Cost (1) = 0
measured by discrete equidistant points of the domain. The question to be answered
ni
is as follows: Is it possible to choose the value of each qi so that qi = Gr
, where
0 < ni ≤ Gr is an integer and the following inequalities are true?
∀ci ∈ C :

X

j:tj ∈ci

X

dj qj ≤

|ci |
CWR usr

Cost (qi ) ≤ K

(4)
(5)

i:ti ∈T

To further explain the above, qi is a factor representing the reduction of di
(aPcorrection factor from now on). The reduced delay of each ti ∈ T is di qi .
Cost (qi ) is the total cost of delay reduction. Cost (1) = 0, because if qi = 1,

i:ti ∈T

the delay of ti is not reduced, and so the delay reduction does not cost anything.
Finally, K is an upper bound for the cost of correcting the delays of all transitions.
Formula 4 corresponds to Formula 2 thus, it expresses that after the performance
correction, CW usr ≥ CWR usr . Formula 5 requires the cost of the correction to be
under K.

4.2

Complexity of the Worst-case Underperformance Diagnostics Problem

In this subsection, we are going to prove the NP-completeness of the worst-case
underperformance diagnostics problem by reducing an arbitrary instance of the
NP-complete knapsack problem to an instance of the worst-case underperformance
diagnostics problem, using the Karp reduction.[30]
Proof. Before beginning the proof, let us redefine the worst-case underperformance
diagnostics problem using the attributes of the first definition:
Given are the set T = {tj } of transitions, and the set C = {Ci } of cycles. Each
cycle Ci = {tj } is a set of transitions. Each transition tj = {(djk , cjk )} is a set of
k
k
delay-cost pairs, where djk = dj Gr
, cjk = Cost ( Gr
), and 1 ≤ k ≤ Gr is an integer
(∀(tj ∈ T ) : |tj | = Gr ). The question to be answered is as follows: Is it possible
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to choose exactly one delay-cost pair (dˆj , cˆj ) ∈ tj from each transition tj so that
P ˆ
P
|Ci |
dj ≤ CWR
∀(i : Ci ∈ C) :
cˆj ≤ K? To further explain the
and
usr
j:tj ∈Ci

j:tj ∈T

above, for each transition ti , di|ti | is the measured delay di of the transition and
i|
Gr
ci|ti | = Cost ( |t
Gr ) = Cost ( Gr ) = Cost (1) = 0.
A set T̂ of the chosen (dˆj , cˆj ) pairs is an appropriate witness, since given this set
(containing |T | elements), checking whether the elements of T̂ give an appropriate
solution can be done by summing up the dˆj values and checking whether the sum
|Ci |
, and by summing up the cˆj values and checking
is lower than or equal to CWR
usr
whether their sum is lower than or equal to K. This operation can be carried out in
O(|T ||C|) time that is, in polynomial time. Thus, the worst-case underperformance
diagnostics problem is in NP.
Now, we have to reduce an arbitrary instance of the knapsack problem to an
instance of the worst-case underperformance diagnostics problem. The knapsack
problem is defined as follows:
Given are a set G, for all of its elements gj a v(gj ) and a w(gj ) value and positive
integers V and W . The question to be answered is as follows: Is there a subset
G′ ⊆ G such that the following inequalities are true?
X
w(gj ) ≤ W
(6)
gj ∈G′

X

v(gj ) ≥ V

(7)

gj ∈G′

Let us now take this definition of the knapsack problem and reduce it to an
instance of the worst-case underperformance diagnostics problem. First of all,
to each gj ∈ G of the knapsack
S problem, a transition tj is assigned, such that
tj = {(dj1 , cj1 ), (dj2 , cj2 )}, and tj = T . The variables of the resulting worst-case
j

underperformance diagnostics problem are as follows:
dj1
cj1
dj2
cj2
C
C1
CWR usr

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

v(gj )
w(gj )
2v(gj )
0
{C1 }
T
2

P |G|
v(gi )−V
gi ∈G

K

=

W

According to the assignments above, in the resulting graph there will be exactly
one cycle containing all the transitions. Furthermore, each transition tj will have
two delay-cost pairs. Choosing pair (dj1 , cj1 ) in the worst-case underperformance
diagnostics problem corresponds to including gj in G′ in the knapsack problem,
while choosing pair (dj2 , cj2 ) corresponds to not including gj in G′ .
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Now we have to show that the knapsack problem is solvable if and only if the
corresponding worst-case underperformance diagnostics problem is solvable.
Let us assume that the above defined worst-case underperformance diagnostics
problem is solvable. This means that for each tj ∈ T there is a (dˆj , cˆj ) ∈ tj pair
such that the following inequalities are true:
X

dˆj ≤

j:tj ∈C1

X

|C1 |
CWR usr

(8)

cˆj ≤ K

(9)

j:tj ∈T

Using the assignments defined earlier in this proof, Inequality 8 can be transformed as follows:
P
P
v(gi ) ≤
v(gi ) −
2
gi ∈G′
|C1 |

gi ∈G

≤
2

(10)

P |G|
v(gi )−V
gi ∈G

The reason for transforming the left side of Inequality 8 as above is the following:
According to the assignments defined earlier in the proof, dj1 = v(gj ) = 2v(gj )−
v(gj ). Thus, each dˆj value includes a 2v(gj ) component either if it equals dj1 or dj2 .
P
v(gj )
Thus, by summing up the dˆj values on the left side of Inequality 8, a 2
gj ∈G

component will appear on the left side of Inequality 10. A dˆj value has a further
−v(gj ) component exactly if it equals dj1 . A dˆj value equals dj1 exactly if gj ∈ G′ .
Thus −v(gj ) has to be added to the left side of Inequality 10 for each gj ∈ G′ .
Since |G| = |C1 |, Inequality 10 can be reduced as follows:
X
X
X
2
v(gi ) −
v(gj ) ≤ 2
v(gi ) − V
(11)
gi ∈G

gj ∈G′

V ≤

gi ∈G

X

v(gj )

(12)

gj ∈G′

According to the assignments defined earlier in this proof, Inequality 9 can be
transformed as follows:
X
w(gj ) ≤ W
(13)
gj ∈G′

The explanation for the left side of Inequality 13 is the following:
cˆj = cj2 = 0 exactly if gj ∈
/ G′ and cˆj = cj1 = w(gj ) exactly if gj ∈ G′ .
Thus, the left side of Inequality 13 will be the sum of those w(gj ) values for which,
gj ∈ G′ .
As a consequence of the transformations of Inequalities 8 and 9, our worst-case
underperformance diagnostics problem will be solvable exactly if Inequalities 12 and
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13 are true. However, as Inequality 12 is identical to Inequality 7 and Inequality 13
is identical to Inequality 6, our worst-case underperformance diagnostics problem
is solvable if and only if the corresponding knapsack problem is solvable.
Since the transformation of the knapsack problem to an instance of the worstcase underperformance diagnostics problem can be carried out in O(|G|) that is, in
linear time and the knapsack problem is solvable if and only if the corresponding
worst-case underperformance diagnostics problem is solvable, the knapsack problem
is Karp reducible to the worst-case underperformance diagnostics problem.
And finally, since the knapsack problem is Karp reducible to the worst-case
underperformance diagnostics problem and the worst-case underperformance diagnostics problem is in NP, the worst-case underperformance diagnostics problem is
NP-complete.

4.3

ILP formulation of the Worst-Case Underperformance
Diagnostics Problem

Since the worst-case underperformance diagnostics problem is NP-complete, the
most effective known way to find its optimal solution is formulating it as an integer
linear program, and solving it. The optimal solution in our case is the solution
with the minimal cost. The integer linear program in our case will be the binary
linear program (BLP) formulated in this subsection.
The binary program formulating the worst-case underperformance diagnostics
i
i
problem is as follows, where crr i = Gr
, and cst i = Cost ( Gr
):
Minimize:
Gr
X X

qij cst j

(14)

Gr
X

(15)

i:ti ∈T j=1

Subject to:
∀(i : ti ∈ T ) :

qij = 1

j=1

∀ci ∈ C :

X

j:tj ∈ci

dj

Gr
X

k=1

qjk crr k ≤

|ci |
CWR usr

∀(i : ti ∈ T ) : ∀(j = 1, 2, . . . , Gr ) :
qij ∈ {0, 1}

(16)

(17)

When solving the program, the values of the qij variables are being searched
for. The value of each qij has to be set to 0 or 1 (Equation 17). Variables qij ,
where j = 1, . . . , Gr are used for choosing the value of correction factor qi . As a
solution of the BLP above, for each transition ti , there is exactly one qij variable
with the value of 1. All the other qij variables of transition ti are set to 0. This is
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j
a consequence of Equations 15 and 17. If the value of qij is 1 then qi equals Gr
,
j
and thus, correcting the delay of ti costs Cost ( Gr ).
As mentioned above, Equations 15 and 17 are responsible for choosing the value
of qi legally. According to these equations, each qij is 0 or 1 and for each ti , exactly
one qij equals 1, while the others equal 0. On the left side of Inequality 16, coefficient
Gr
P
qjk crr k equals qj the value of which is chosen from among the crr k values by
k=1

the appropriate qjk variable set to 1. Thus, Inequality 16 means that the corrected
|ci |
(this corresponds
delay of each cycle ci has to be lower than or equal to CWR
usr
Gr
P
qij cst j equals
to Inequality 4). Finally, in the objective function (Formula 14),
j=1

Cost (qi ), which is the cost of correcting the delay of transition ti . The value of
Cost (qi ) is chosen from among the cst j values by the appropriate qij variable set
to 1. Thus, the objective function expresses that the total cost of transition delay
correction should be minimal.
Note: The problem can also be interpreted as a maximalization problem, where
the maximal cost K is given and the task is to maximize CW usr . Using the above
notation, this problem can be formulated as follows:
Maximize:
CW usr

(18)

Subject to:
Gr
X X

qij cst j ≤ K

(19)

i:ti ∈T j=1

∀(i : ti ∈ T ) :

Gr
X

qij = 1

(20)

j=1

∀ci ∈ C :

X

j:tj ∈ci

dj

Gr
X

k=1

qjk crr k ≤

|ci |
CW usr

∀(i : ti ∈ T ) : ∀(j = 1, 2, . . . , Gr ) :
qij ∈ {0, 1}

(21)

(22)

The above formulation differs from the first formulation in two things. First, it
sets an upper limit for the total cost and second, while it still requires each cycle
|ci |
delay to be lower than or equal to CW
, its objective is to maximize CW usr . In
usr
the simulations presented in Section 5, we use the first formulation.
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4.4

A Heuristic Solution for the Worst-Case Underperformance Diagnostics Problem

In this subsection, we introduce a heuristic algorithm for solving the worst-case
underperformance diagnostics problem. The algorithm is optimized for the case
when Cost (x) = − loga x (x ≤ 1), an its objective is to minimize the cost by which
CW usr can be made greater than or equal to CWR usr . Algorithm 1 shows how our
heuristic method works. In the algorithm, r is the so called refreshing granularity
(a large integer).
Algorithm 1: Heuristics for solving the worst-case underperformance diagnostics problem
input : T S
, C, Gr , CWR usr , r
qi
output:
i:ti ∈T

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

foreach i : ti ∈ T do
clisti := {j|ti ∈ cj };
foreach i : ti ∈ T do
period i := ⌈|clisti |di r⌉;
foreach i : ti ∈ T do
1
;
qi := Gr
P dj
|ci |
if ∃(ci ∈ C) :
Gr ≤ CWRusr then
j:tj ∈ci

8
9
10

return ”unsolvable”;
iteration := 1;
while
∃(i : ti ∈ T ) : (qi < 1∧∀(j ∈ clist i ) : (

P

k:tk ∈cj ∧k6=i

1
qk dk )+(qi + Gr
)di ≤

|cj |
CWRusr

)

do
11
12

foreach i : ti ∈ T do
if iteration mod period i = 0∧
P
qi < 1 ∧ ∀(j ∈ clist i ) : (

k:tk ∈cj ∧k6=i

13
14
15

qk dk ) + (qi +

1
Gr )di

≤

|cj |
CWRusr

) then

1
;
qi := qi + Gr
iteration := iteration + 1;
S
qi ;
return
i:ti ∈T

1
The algorithm first sets each correction factor qi to its minimal value Gr
and
1
then it increases each of these factors by Gr more or less frequently, in a round
robin manner, e.g. some of the correction factors might be increased in each round
while some of the others might only be increased in every other round, etc. The
key step of the algorithm is determining how frequently each qi should be increased
in order to keep the total cost minimal, while still keeping the delay of each cycle
|ci |
.
ci lower than or equal to CWR
usr
In the following, we are going to explain the algorithm in detail.
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In lines 1 and 2, to each transition ti , a set clist i is constructed, which stores
references to each of the cycles that include ti .
Lines 4 and 5 are the key steps of the algorithm. In these steps, for each
transition ti , we determine the value of period i which is the number of iterations
that have to pass between two subsequent increasements of qi . To explain why
∀ti : period i := ⌈|clisti |di r⌉, let us look at the following example.
Let us take a TCFMM consisting of two states s0 , and s1 , and two transitions
t0 , and t1 , such that t0 is originated in s0 and destinated in s1 while t1 is originated
in s1 and destinated in s0 . Thus, in this TCFMM there is exactly one directed
cycle. Let b denote the maximal allowed cycle delay we would like to achieve by
|c1 |
2
= CWR
. Let us furthermore
correcting delays d0 , and d1 . In our case, b = CWR
usr
usr
assume that in this example, the co-domains of q0 and q1 are continuous and the
cost function is Cost (x) = − loga x.
Because of the continuous co-domains and the single directed cycle in the
TCFMM, for the most cost-effective solution the corrected cycle delay will be equal
to b and not lower than it. Thus, d0 q0 + d1 q1 = b. The latter equation means that
0 q0
q1 = b−d
d1 .
PThe objective of the problem is to choose the appropriate qi values that minimize
Cost (qi ). In our case this formula equals min (−(loga q0 +loga q1 )). The latter
q0 ,q1

i:ti ∈c1

formula, using that q1 =

b−d0 q0
d1 ,

can be further transformed as follows:

min (−(loga q0 + loga q1 )) → min (− loga q0 q1 ) →
q0 ,q1 



q0 b
d0 2
→ max − dd01 q02 + qd01b →
min − loga − d1 q0 + d1
q0
q0
q 2

q

q0 b
d0 2
d0
d1
b2 d1
b
min d1 q0 − d1 → min
− 4d
2 d
d1 q0 − 2d1
d0
0
q0,q1

q0

q0

1

Since the second component of the above formula does not contain q0 , it is
q 2
q
d0
d1
b
is minimal. Since the first
q
−
minimal if the first component
0
d1
2d1
d0
q q
component is a square, it is minimal if it equals 0 that is, if q0 = 2db 1 dd10 dd10 =
b d1
2d1 d0

=

b
2d0 .

In this case q1 =

b−d0 q0
d1

=

b
2d1 .

Thus, the cost of correcting the two transition delays will be minimal if d1 q1 = 2b ,
and d0 q0 = 2b , that is if the corrected delay values (d0 q0 , and d1 q1 ) are equal.
Based on this, we can suspect that in the case of a directed cycle which consists of
more than two transitions, the cost of correcting the cycle delay is minimal if each
corrected delay di qi value is equal. If however, the corrected transition delays of the
1
. This is the consequence of Inequality 4, which
cycle are equal, they equal CWR
usr
takes the following shape for the optimal qi values of this continuous problem (c1
denotes the only transition cycle in the TCFMM):
X

i:ti ∈c1

di qi =

|c1 |
CWR usr

(23)
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As a consequence of the above, in the continuous case with a single directed
1
cycle, qi = d0 CWR
.
usr
Let us now return to the non-continuous case that our heuristic algorithm deals
with. More precisely, let us see how to set the value of period i optimally. If the
TCFMM consists of a single directed cycle, the appropriate correction factor for
1
of qi is incremented in every
transition ti can be achieved if the initial value Gr
⌈di r⌉-th round of the algorithm (see the explanation for r later). For example, if d1
is twice as large as d0 and thus, q0 has to be around 2x and q1 has to be around x
then q0 has to be incremented twice as frequently as q1 . To fulfill this requirement,
one coefficient of period i is di which is responsible for making the corrected delay
values approximately equal to each other.
Let us now assume that the TCFMM has multiple cycles and some of its transitions are included in more than one of these cycles (this is the general case). In
this case, it is more cost-effective if we reduce the delays of transitions included in
many cycles by a bigger amount than the delays of transitions included in fewer
cycles. The reason for this is that if we reduce the delay of a transition, which is
included in n cycles, then n cycle delays will be reduced. This way the left side
of n instances of Inequality 4 will be reduced, while the cost of this reduction will
not be multiplied by n. Based on this, we can suspect that by adding |clist i | as a
coefficient to period i for each transition ti , the total cost of delay reduction will be
closer to optimal. We have confirmed this suspicion by running simulations.
The reason for including refreshing granularity r in period i is that in order to
make period i an integer value, the ceiling value of |clist i |di is taken. We have chosen
the ceiling value instead of the floor value to avoid the illegal case when period i = 0.
If |clist i |di is a small integer, then by taking its ceiling value, some of the accuracy
of |clist i |di is lost. If however, we multiply |clist i |di by r and then take the ceiling
value of |clist i |di r, then the bigger r is, the more of this otherwise lost accuracy
can be preserved. The value to be chosen for r is however, not independent from
|clist i |di . As the smaller |clist i |di is, the greater r has to be to preserve the same
amount of accuracy. During our simulations presented in Section 5, we required r
to be larger than or equal to ⌈ min 100
|clist i |di ⌉.
i:ti ∈T

After setting the value of period i , in lines 6 and 7, the algorithm initializes each
1
. Then in lines 8 and 9, the algorithm checks
qi to its smallest possible value Gr
whether using these lowest possible values of the correction factors, Inequality 4
is fulfilled for each cycle or not. If not, the problem is unsolvable, since each qi
has taken its smallest possible value and thus, no transition delay can be further
reduced.
From line 10, the algorithm runs iterations. While there exists a transition ti
1
the correction factor qi of which can be augmented by Gr
without violating any
instances of Inequality 4 and without qi getting bigger than 1 (which is the greatest
possible value of each qi ), the algorithm starts a new iteration. In each iteration,
the algorithm selects each transition ti for which the iteration count is divisible by
period i . If for a selected transition, qi is yet lower than 1, and qi can be increased
1
1
by Gr
without violating any instances of Inequality 4, qi is increased by Gr
. The
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Figure 3: Costs of solutions, Gr = 2, CWR usr = 1.0
iterations go on until no further correction factor can be increased.

5

Simulation Results

In this subsection, we present simulation results comparing the efficiency of our
heuristic algorithm (denoted by H in the figures) to that of solving the fisrt BLP
(denoted by BLP in the figures) formulated in Subsection 4.2, which always finds
the optimal solution that is, the lowest cost solution.
The simulations were run on multiple TCFMMs, each one having 10 states. The
structure of the TCFMMs (i.e. their states and state transitions without the delays
assigned to each transition) were built incrementally. The first TCFMM structure
has 10 transitions, while each of the others were constructed by taking the previous
TCFMM structure and adding 10 random transitions to it. The largest structure
has 50 transitions. From each TCFMM structure, we have generated 10 different
TCFMMs by assigning random transition delay values to the structures. In the
following, a group of TCFMMs means the TCFMMs having the same number of
transitions.
During the simulations, we have measured the average time and cost needed
to correct the transition delays of the TCFMMs using each method, as a function
of the number of transitions in the TCFMM. The average cost and running time
values were calculated for each group of TCFMMs. Since the set of cycles is an
input parameter for both the BLP and the heuristic algorithm, all cycles in the
TCFMMs had to be found before executing any of the methods. Thus, each time
value plotted in the following figures is the average amount of time needed to run
the methods plus the amount of time needed to find the cycles in the corresponding
group of TCFMMs. For finding the cycles, we used an iterative deepening depthfirst search. Transition delays were generated with uniform distribution on interval
[0.5, 1.5] that is, the mean transition delay is dmean = 1.0.
During the simulations, Cost(x) = − ln x.
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Figure 4: Costs of solutions, Gr = 2, CWR usr = 1.5

Figure 5: Costs of solutions, Gr = 4, CWR usr = 1.0
Figure 3 shows the average costs of correcting the transition delays using each
method, where Gr = 2, and CWR usr = 1.0. Figure 4 plots the average costs of
each method, where Gr = 2, and CWR usr = 1.5. According to Figure 3, where
1
CWR usr = dmean
, there is no significant difference between the cost-efficiency of the
two methods. The cost of the heuristic solution is by 5,4 percent higher than the
however,
optimal cost, in average. In the case of Figure 4 where CWR usr = d1.5
mean
the cost of the heuristic algorithm is only by 0,7 percent higher than the optimum,
in average.
Figure 5 shows the average costs of the two different methods, where Gr = 4,
and CWR usr = 1.0. Figure 6 shows the average costs of the solutions found by
each method, where Gr = 4, and CWR usr = 1.5. According to Figure 5, the cost
obtained by the heuristics is by 14 percent higher than the optimum, in average.
However, as can be seen in Figure 6, if CWR usr = d1.5
then the cost of the
mean
heuristics is higher than the optimal cost by only 5 percent.
Figure 7 shows the costs obtained by the two methods in the case where Gr = 10,
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Figure 6: Costs of solutions, Gr = 4, CWR usr = 1.5

Figure 7: Costs of solutions, Gr = 10, CWR usr = 1.0

Figure 8: Costs of solutions, Gr = 10, CWR usr = 1.5
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Table 1: Rates of costs, Cost (x) = − ln x
Gr CWR usr C(heuristics)
C(BLP)
2
1.0
1.0545
2
1.5
1.007
4
1.0
1.1408
1.0497
4
1.5
10
1.0
1.1815
10
1.5
1.0598

Figure 9: Running times of the heuristic algorithm
1
, while Figure 8 shows tis comparison for the case where
and CWR usr = 1.0 = dmean
Gr = 10, and CWR usr = 1.5. As can be seen in Figure 7, if CWR usr = 1.0, the
cost of the solution obtained by the heuristic method is higher by 18 percent than
the optimal cost, in average. According to Figure 8, in average, the cost of the
heuristics is by only 6 percent higher than the optimal cost.
Table 1 shows the average rates of costs of the two methods. In the table, C
denotes cost.
Figure 9, and Table 2 show the average running time of the heuristic solution
(plus the amount of time needed for finding the transition cycles in the TCFMMs)

Table
CWR usr
1, 0
1, 0
1, 0
1, 5
1, 5
1, 5

2: Running times of the heuristic algorithm in seconds
Gr |T | = 10 |T | = 20 |T | = 30 |T | = 40 |T | = 50
2
0, 006
0, 0108
0, 2592
4, 9084
64, 4324
4
0, 006
0, 0112
0, 2592
4, 9204
64, 5144
10
0, 0064
0, 012
0, 264
4, 9516
64, 712
0, 0068
0, 0113
0, 259
4, 909
64, 432
2
4
0, 0064
0, 0112
0, 258
4, 914
64, 4692
10
0, 0064
0, 012
0, 26
4, 9376
64, 6112
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Figure 10: Running times of the BLP

CWR usr
1, 0
1, 0
1, 0
1, 5
1, 5
1, 5

Table 3: Running times of the BLP in
|T | = 30
Gr |T | = 10 |T | = 20
2
0, 0096
0, 0208
0, 4932
0, 0084
0, 0428
7, 85
4
10
0, 0292
0, 196
221, 1
2
0, 012
0, 0513
0, 415
0, 01
2, 7813
564, 205
4
10
0, 0348
138, 793 942004, 119

seconds
|T | = 40
8, 9786
1132, 38
35018, 4
5, 695
49765, 9

|T | = 50
263, 681

94, 842

as a function of the number of transitions in the TCFMMs, for different simulation
scenarios. In the table, |T | denotes the number of transitions in the TCFMM. As
it can be seen in the figure and the table, the running time of the heuristic solution
does not differ significantly for the different simulation scenarios (the markers of
each curve are almost exactly on top of each other). The reason for this is that the
running time of the heuristic algorithm itself is overweighed by the amount of time
needed to find the transition cycles in the TCFMMs. As it can also be seen, the
running time of the heuristics is reasonable even for extremely dense TCFMMs.
Figure 10 having a logarithmic vertical axis, and Table 3 show the average
amount of time needed for solving the BLP (plus the amount of time needed for
finding the transition cycles in the TCFMMs) as a function of the number of transitions in the TCFMMs. As the figure and the table show, the running time of the
BLP increases significantly as Gr or CWR usr grows. Thus, solving the BLP is only
a reasonable choice for lower Gr and CWR usr values. However, in the cases where
the running time of the BLP is the highest, the heuristic algorithm is capable of
calculating a solution the cost of which is not significantly higher than that of the
BLP.
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Summary

In this paper, we have proposed performance diagnostic methods. These methods
attempt to determine how to increase the performance of the SUT if according
to its performance test, it is unable to serve the required worst-case number of
messages per second.
The increasement is achieved by decreasing transition delays and thus, increasing the number of messages per second that the SUT is able to process in worst
case. Each transition delay can be decreased by discrete amounts and each delay
reduction has a cost, which should be as low as possible. The reduced delay of
transition ti will be di qi , where qi is the so-called correction factor of transition ti .
By reducing an arbitrary instance of the NP-complete knapsack problem, we
have proven that this, so-called worst-case underperformance diagnosctics problem
is NP-complete and formulated it as a binary linear program. We have also given
a heuristic approach which works by first choosing the lowest possible (and most
expensive) value of each correction factor and then by incrementing the correction
factors more or less frequently. By incrementing correction factors, the cost of
performance correction is decreased. The number of iterations that has to elapse
between two subsequent increasements of a given transition is determined by a
weight assigned to the transition.
We have compared the efficiency of solving the binary linear program to those
of our heuristics and found that the latter performs efficiently in those cases where
the former has an unreasonable running time.

7

Future Work

In our future work, we are going to extend the worst-case underperformance diagnostics problem for a more general case, in which the legal correction factors qi
vary for different transitions (e.g. the legal correction factor values for transition
t1 are 0.6 and 0.8, while the legal correction factor values for transition t2 are 0.1,
0.15 and 0.3, etc).
We are also going to deal with another extension of the worst-case underperformance diagnostics problem in which, instead of decreasing transition delays, the
performance of resources of the system can be increased by different amounts. As a
result of increasing the performance of a resource, the delays of a set of transitions
decrease by different amounts. Each resource performance increasement has a cost,
and the task is to determine how to increase the performance of each resource in
order to make the system meet Inequality 2 at minimal cost.
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